
COMPLAINT ACTIVITY REPORT  Case # 90259695 BBB Serving Central Florida 
 
Consumer Info: Mokhtar, Mohamed Business Info: Emy's Vacations LLC 
 AlKhobar ,KSA Khobar      
 Khobar, Saudi Arabia  34439     
        - +966550933177  321 948-0594 
 mmokhtar01@gmail.com 

 
 
Location Involved: (Same as above) 
 
Consumer's Original Complaint : 
1- Agency deducted money and as a penalty for trip cancellation. 
2- Agency cheating ,suppliers didn't deduct any penalties. 
3- Agency refuse to reply. 
I agreed with the agency to pay the trip amount in installments and started paying through my MasterCard card as 
attached from October 2019 to February 2020 and the agency received from me $ 10304 US dollars and it was agreed 
not to pay the last installment due to Covid-19 pandemic and cancel the trip. 
 
The agency has answered that there will be penalties from suppliers as a result of canceling the trip in spite of the 
pandemic of Covid-19 and the instructions of the Civil Aviation Authority to cancel or amend all trips around the world as 
well as closing all places of entertainment and gatherings and thus the agency sent an email explaining in detail what was 
paid and the cancellation penalties through suppliers, not the agency, and agency fees, even though the cancellation is 
due to force majeure and COVID-19 global pandemic. 
 
However, the agency did not respond to any negotiations with me and they transferred the amount of $ 7353.07 US 
dollars after deducting $ 1987.25 US dollars in fines. The agency claimed that it was deducted through suppliers for the 
service + $ 500 US dollars fees for the agency. 
I contacted myself with the airlines represented in (Lufthansa Airlines and United Airlines) to ask about what was 
deducted from the value of tickets and Lufthansa replied as attached that these tickets belong to United Airlines and 
Lufthansa did not make reservations or cancellations from them. 
 
Through the website of United Airlines, I was able to search for the cancellation request for tickets submitted by the travel 
agency. The shocking surprise was that no sums were deducted from the value of the tickets and all the sums were 
refunded as attached. 
 
And when the agency was asked about that and asked for an explanation, and even asked for copies of the payment and 
return bills, the agency did not respond to my request in any way, whether by email or via WhatsApp.  
 
Consumer's Desired Resolution: 
Therefore, please take the necessary measures to verify the agency regarding everything that has been deducted for all 
elements of the trip as it is attached, namely (airline tickets + Disney tickets +car rent + house rent + agency fees).in case 
of a mistake by the agency in my account they have to transfer the rest of the amount To my account in addition to 
providing me with all reservation and cancellation bills that are the acquired right of any customer with any company or 
agency.Please pay attention urgently and I extend my sincere thanks and appreciation.  
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